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Radiative decoupling and coupling of nuclear oscillators by stepwise Doppler-energy shifts
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The nuclear forward scattering of synchrotron radiation~NFSSR! of two spatially separated but otherwise
identical stainless-steel targets is strongly influenced by the application of approximately stepwise Doppler
energy shifts to one of the targets in synchronization with the synchrotron radiation~SR! pulse. The decisive
role of radiative coupling in NFSSR, i.e., the influence of the radiation field emitted by the upstream target on
the oscillators of the downstream target, has been clarified in decoupling and coupling experiments. In decou-
pling experiments, radiative coupling is initially strong and becomes drastically reduced when the Doppler
motion is started some time interval after the prompt excitation of the two-target system by the SR pulse. In
addition, due to the Doppler energy shift a pronounced quantum beat~QB! develops. Depending on the starting
time of the Doppler motion, the onset of the QB manifests itself as a rapid decrease or increase of the NFSSR
intensity. In coupling experiments, the Doppler motion is started before the SR pulse arrives and a QB is
observed right after the SR excitation. Some time interval thereafter the motion is stopped, so that the reso-
nance energies of both targets coincide. As a consequence, the QB disappears and radiative coupling can
develop. Depending on the time when the Doppler motion is stopped, this coupling can be responsible for the
main contribution to the NFSSR intensity. The changes of the evolution due to decoupling or coupling also
strongly depend on the details of the Doppler velocity profile. We show that precise velocity profiles on a
nanosecond time scale can be derived by applying the method of quantum-beat analysis and independently by
a fitting procedure based on the dynamical theory of scattering. All NFSSR evolutions investigated are inter-
preted and quantitatively described within the dynamical theory in terms of the interference of the wave fields
reemitted by the scattering system.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.65.023804 PACS number~s!: 42.50.Fx, 42.50.Gy, 42.25.Bs, 76.80.1y
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I. INTRODUCTION

In several recent papers@1–5# it has been emphasized th
radiative coupling of nuclear oscillators plays an importa
role in nuclear resonant scattering in general and in nuc
forward scattering of synchrotron radiation~NFSSR! in par-
ticular @6#. Radiative coupling intrinsically determines th
formation and decay of nuclear excitons in targets@7,8#. It is
the interaction of the secondary radiation in multiple scat
ing within an ensemble of nuclear oscillators: after the ex
tation of the nuclear oscillators by the synchrotron radiat
~SR! pulse, the coherent radiation field reemitted from u
stream nuclei in such an ensemble can resonantly inte
with nuclei further downstream. This interaction leads
several highly characteristic features of NFSSR. For
ample, the coherent enhancement or speeding up of the
tial decay and the formation of dynamical beats are con
quences of the coupling of the nuclear oscillators in
ensemble via the propagating coherent radiation field@1,3,7–
14##. Due to the initial in-phase excitation of the nuclei b
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the SR pulse and because of spatial coherence in forw
scattering, this radiation field propagates in the downstre
direction. Thus radiative coupling in NFSSR is a unidire
tional process. Upstream nuclei can influence downstre
nuclei, but not vice versa.

In the usual NFSSR experiment it is difficult to single o
the properties of radiative coupling because it affects dow
stream nuclei within the same target. In the present pape
use a setup of two spatially separated but otherwise iden
targetsA andB mounted downstream behind each other.
such a system radiative coupling between the targets ca
distinguished from that within each target. The former occ
because the nuclei in the downstream targetB can resonantly
interact with the delayed coherent radiation reemitted in
forward direction from the upstream targetA. As a conse-
quence, the field that targetB emits is a superposition of two
parts, its own radiation fieldB, which is reemitted after ex-
citation by the SR pulse and which in our case of identi
targets has the same amplitude and time dependence a
field A emitted by the upstream targetA, and the radiation
field R that originates from the excitation of the nuclei
targetB due to the driving action of the fieldA reemitted
from the targetA. To emphasize its origin we call this fieldR
the radiative coupling field.
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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FIG. 1. Scheme of the experimental setup for investigating the time response of the57Fe nuclei in two separated SS targetsA andB to
excitation by a synchrotron radiation pulse. TargetA is vibrated on a nanosecond time scale according to various velocity profiles
piezoelectric drive. TargetB can be moved at constant velocity by a double-loudspeaker drive. The NFSSR intensity is detected
avalanche photodiode~APD!.
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The central issue of this paper is the investigation of
radiative coupling field. This can be achieved by compar
the fieldB of targetB alone with the total fieldB1R that B
emits when targetA is also present. To experimentally dete
mine the fieldB1R we use the following method. Keepin
targetB stationary, a Doppler energy shift is applied to t
nuclei in the upstream targetA by an approximately stepwis
velocity profile in synchronization with the SR pulse. Th
the oscillator ensembles of both targets are energetic
separated and radiative coupling is drastically reduced if
energy shift is much larger than the linewidth of the oscil
tors in the ensemble. The radiation fields reemitted from
two targets interfere. From the characteristics of the inter
ence patterns both fields can be determined and, in addi
information on the radiative coupling fieldR can be ob-
tained. In spite of the energy separation, the fieldR can be of
importance after decoupling until late times because of
long lifetime of the excited nuclear state. We applied t
method to two very different cases.~1! The Doppler motion
causing the decoupling of both targets was started some
interval after the arrival of the SR pulse. Thus both targ
were first coupled for this time interval before decoupli
occurred.~2! The motion was already started before the
pulse and then stopped after some time interval. Thus
targets were first decoupled for this time interval and the
after coupling started.

In both cases detailed discussions of the results will
given within the dynamical theory of nuclear forward sc
tering. The interpretation of the results is based on a theo
ical description of the total response of the two-target sys
in terms of interference phenomena between three diffe
wave fields: the fieldsA and B reemitted by the two indi-

FIG. 2. Details of the piezoelectric drive. The PVDF foil whic
carries a SS target is glued to the Teflon backing. Electrical cont
to the PVDF foil are provided by thin Au stripes.
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vidual targets if each target were present alone and the
pling wave fieldR.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
experimental setup, the development of a special piezoe
tric Doppler drive working on a nanosecond time scale, a
the method of synchronization of the Doppler motion w
the SR pulse. In Sec. III A, the velocity calibration of th
piezoelectric drive is discussed. Section III B presents
results and detailed interpretations for the two types of
periment: decoupling~Sec. III B1! and coupling~Sec. III B 2!
of the two targets. A short summary and conclusions
given in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Experimental setup

The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 1. In the fi
step the large bandwidth of the SR beam is reduced to a
eV by a Si~111! double-crystal premonochromator. The S
pulse, which is typically 100 ps in length, is further mon
chromatized to a bandwidth of a few meV around 14.4 k
by a four-bounce high-resolution monochromator@15,16#
and thereafter excites the nuclei of the targetsA andB. Target
A is mounted on a piezoelectric polyvinylidene~PVDF! foil
and can be moved with a trapezoidal displacement profile
a nanosecond time scale by applying trapezoidal volt
changes to the PVDF foil. This motion of targetA was syn-
chronized to the excitation of the targets by the SR pulse
a phase-locked-loop circuit as described below. TargetB is
kept stationary or can be moved at constant velocity b
Mössbauer drive of the double-loudspeaker type. A fa
avalanche photodiode@17–19# was used to detect the radia
tion reemitted by both targets in the forward direction. T
time dependence of this nuclear forward-scattering inten
was digitally stored.

TargetsA andB were made from stainless-steel~SS! foils
of composition Fe55Cr25Ni20 enriched to 95% in57Fe. Both
targets had the same thickness of;1.2 mm corresponding to
a Mössbauer thicknessT'9.3 @3#. They were kept at room
temperature. The SR experiments were performed at HA
LAB ~Hamburg! at the wiggler beamline BW4 of the DORIS
storage ring, and at the undulator beamline ID22N of
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility~ESRF! in
Grenoble.

B. Piezoelectric Doppler drive

To perform the experiments, the Doppler drive had to f
fill three main requirements as closely as possible: the m
ts
4-2
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FIG. 3. Time positions of the five SR excitation pulses covering the trapezoidal voltage signal applied to the piezoelectric drive.
(a,b,...,e) and (a8,b8,...,e8) with different time shiftsts are indicated. Withts5120 ns for the SR pulsec, the voltage signal starts 20 n
after the SR pulse; withts5280 ns, the voltage signal is switched on 80 ns before the SR pulsec8.
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tion of the PVDF foil together with the SS foil~target A!
should be homogeneous, like the motion of a piston, over
cross section of the SR beam; the rising and falling edge
the trapezoidal motion should be on the nanosecond t
scale yielding Doppler velocity shifts up to;10 mm/s cor-
responding to;100 natural linewidthsG; the trapezoidal dis-
placement should tightly follow the applied voltage sign
For example, after the rising and after the falling edges
velocity should be as close to zero as possible. We found
piezoelectric PVDF foils offer a good although by no mea
perfect solution.

The main features of our piezoelectric Doppler drive a
shown in Fig. 2. It is based on earlier designs used in c
ventional Mössbauer measurements with radioactive sour
as described in Refs.@20–23#, however, it also features sev
eral important modifications to comply with special requir
ments of NFSSR experiments.

PVDF foils of 9mm thickness with metallic NiCu or NiAl
coating@24# were used as piezoelectric drivers. The enrich
SS foils of ;1.2 mm thickness and 5 mm diameter we
glued to the PVDF material@25#. Thereafter the metallic
coating of the PVDF foils was removed by etching wi
2.5M FeCl3 solution, except for center disks of 6 mm diam
eter and a;2-mm-wide contact stripe on each side of t
PVDF foil. In this way the electric capacitance of the piez
electric drive was reduced, allowing us to reach the requ
slopes of the rising and falling edges of the trapezoidal m
tion @25#. In addition, for pistonlike motion the use of
Teflon ~polytetrafluoroethylene! backing proved to be essen
02380
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tial @23#. The PVDF piezoelectric foil was tightly glued t
the Teflon backing~see Fig. 2! which had been previously
coated with a thin Ag layer. The PVDF foil on the Teflo
backing and a Teflon front piece were rigidly aligned by tw
aluminum clamps, one of which also carried a brass collim
tor. Electrical contacts to the piezoelectric driver were e
sured via two gold stripes of 3 mm width and 10mm thick-
ness each.

As indicated in Fig. 2, the centers of the Teflon parts w
removed completely~left! or partially to a thickness of;1.2
mm ~right! to reduce electronic absorption of the 14.4 ke
synchrotron radiation. This is a compromise, since the Te
backing should be made rather thick@22,23# in order to ab-
sorb acoustic waves still present in the driving system a
the rising and falling edges of the trapezoid where un
ideal conditions the motion should have stopped abrup
Further details are given in Ref.@25#. The performance of
our piezoelectric drive will be discussed in Sec. III A belo

C. Synchronization of the trapezoidal motion
with the SR pulse

The synchronization was achieved by using the bun
clock of the storage ring as a timing signal. It appears o
for every turn of one of the electron bunches. This timi
signal first passed an adjustable delay box where delays
tween2128 and1128 ns in steps of 0.5 ns could be select
and then drove the synchronization stage of the rf gener
~Wavetek, model 81!. Operated in the ‘‘trigger mode,’’ the
in

s
ter
FIG. 4. Time dependences recorded
quantum-beat analysis experiments forts5
120 ns and constant Doppler velocityv0 corre-
sponding to1182G ~left! andts5280 ns andv0

corresponding to 140G ~right!. The labels
a,b,...,e and a8,b8,...,e8 correspond to the SR
excitations depicted in Fig. 3. The full line
through the data points are fits by the compu
programMOTIF within the time intervals between
40 and 60 ns~left! and 45 and 85 ns~right! as
indicated by the vertical broken lines.
4-3
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P. SCHINDELMANN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 023804
generator produced one trapezoidal voltage signal for ev
pulse of the bunch clock. This trapezoidal signal was am
fied by a broadband amplifier~Amplifier Research, mode
75A220! to amplitudes of typically 14 V and fed to the p
ezoelectric driver~see Fig. 2!. No feedback control was ap
plied.

Three different trapezoidal motion profiles were selec
for our experiments: ~a! rising (Dt r) and falling (Dt f)
edges of the trapezoid ofDt r5Dt f'100 ns and a dwell time
(Dtu) in the upper voltage level ofDtu'200 ns,~b! a profile
with Dt r5Dt f'100 ns andDtu'100 ns, and~c! a profile
with Dtu'150 ns and very rapid rise and fall times~see Sec.
III A below!. In all three cases considerable deviations fro
linearly rising and falling edges were observed as might
expected from the capacitorlike properties of the piezoe
tric driver. The exact profiles are described below. In the d

FIG. 5. The three velocity~displacement! profiles used in the
experiments. Profile~a!: ideal voltage signal applied to the piezo
electric drive~top!; experimentally achieved displacement~middle!
and velocity~bottom! profiles as determined by the quantum-be
analysis method. Profiles~b! and ~c! were derived from compute
simulations based on the dynamical theory of scattering as
scribed in the text.
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analysis, the actual trapezoidal motion profiles were ta
into account by the fitting procedure~see Sec. III!. During
the measurements the signal applied to the PVDF foil w
monitored all the time on an oscilloscope to guarantee sta
operating conditions of the piezoelectric driver.

The delay box allowed a variation of the start of the tra
ezoidal signal with respect to the prompt detector pul
originating from the;100-ps-long SR flash. These prom
detector pulses marked timet50 in the time dependences o
the NFSSR intensity. In addition, depending on the filli
mode of the storage rings, up to five time dependences w
observation windows of typically 200 ns each were record
in parallel with a repetition rate of the bunch clock of typ
cally 1 MHz.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Analysis of the motion of the piezoelectric drive:
Quantum-beat analysis

For the development and optimization of the piezoelec
drive, Mössbauer spectroscopy in the energy as well as in
time domain@22,23# using radioactive57Co sources was ap
plied. For example, in this way the drive was optimized f
pistonlike motion and as low as possible contributions
unwanted vibrations, e.g., those due to acoustic waves in
the PVDF foil. Using this technique also the optimal thic
ness for the Teflon backing was found. Further details
drive development using Mo¨ssbauer techniques are given
Ref. @25#. Still, it turned out that an analysis and calibratio
of the motion of the piezoelectric drive under operation
conditions at the synchrotron beamline was important.

Our analysis of the motion of the piezoelectric drive
based on the following concept. One target~A in Fig. 1!
consisted of the SS foil on the piezoelectric drive; the sec
targetB ~of the same SS material! was mounted on a Mo¨ss-
bauer drive of the double-loudspeaker type and moved w
constant velocityv0 . If target A is at rest~zero voltage ap-
plied to the PVDF foil!, the Mössbauer resonance energyEg
of the nuclei in targetB is Doppler shifted by (v0 /c)Eg with
respect to targetA. The two wave fields reemitted by th
targets after the excitation by the SR pulse interfere, wh
results in a quantum-beat~QB! pattern@6,26,10#. The period
of the QB is determined by the velocityv0 . If, in addition,
the piezoelectric drive is switched on in synchronization w
the SR pulse, the relative velocity between the targetsA and
B is determined by the sum ofv0 and the instantaneous ve
locity v(t) of A due to its trapezoidal motion. Thus the orig
nal QB period is modulated by the additional velocity depe
dence of targetA. Therefore an analysis of the QB patte
allows the determination of this velocity dependence. T
method has been called quantum-beat analysis~QBA!. It has
previously been used to investigate motions of or within
scattering system relative to a reference target@25,27–30#.

The QBA was performed for the trapezoidal motion pr
file ~a! with Dt r5Dt f'100 ns and Dtu'200 ns ~see
Sec. II C above! at the wiggler beamline BW4 at HASYLAB
in Hamburg. The storage ring was operated in the five-bu
mode. Thus during one trapezoid cycle of 964 ns period~the
same period as the synchrotron bunch clock! five SR pulses

t

e-
4-4
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RADIATIVE DECOUPLING AND COUPLING OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 023804
FIG. 6. NFSSR of two separated SS targets of;1.2mm thickness~Mössbauer thicknessT'9.3! each, recorded at various amplitudes
the voltage signal applied to the piezoelectric drive~targetA!. The motion profile~c! of Fig. 5~c! was used. Two different decoupling time
td were selected. The SR pulse occurred att50. The onset of decoupling attd'25 ns~left! is noticed as a rapid drop of the NFSSR intens
and the development of QB dips. Fortd'95 ns~right! the quantum beats start with a rapid rise of the NFSSR intensity leading to QB sp
The full lines through the data points are the results of theoretical calculations according to Eq.~3! based on the theory of nuclear forwar
scattering.
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arrived, displayed asa–e in Fig. 3, which gave rise to five
time dependences covering approximately equidistant in
vals of about 190 ns each. These five time dependences
recorded in parallel. With two appropriately shifted sets
measurements, the trapezoid is scanned by altogether te
ferent time dependences starting at times marked bya–e
and a8–e8 in Fig. 3. In the experiment, we selected tw
shifts ts5120 and280 ns between the leading edge of t
trapezoid and the SR pulsesc andc8, respectively~see Fig.
3!. In addition, the QBA was performed twice using tw
different constant velocitiesv0 corresponding to Dopple
02380
r-
ere
f
dif-

shifts of 40G and 182G. As examples, Fig. 4 displays the fiv
QBA time dependences for (v0 /c)Eg5182G and ts
5120 ns ~left! and those for (v0 /c)Eg540G and ts
5280 ns~right!. Taking time intervals of one QB period o
longer and using Fig. 3 as a guide for selecting such in
vals, the motion profile for targetA was derived. The solid
lines through the data points in Fig. 4 represent fits with
the time interval between the vertical dashed lines using
computer programMOTIF @31#. From these fits the instanta
neous velocityv(t) of targetA at that particular time interva
is obtained. With maximal Doppler shifts of;21G and
4-5
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FIG. 7. NFSSR of two sepa-
rated SS targets recorded with
voltage signal of 14 V at various
decoupling times td . Note the
transition from QB dips to QB
spikes with increasingtd . The
contrast of the QB goes through
minimum at td'35 ns. Other de-
tails as in Fig. 6.
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;77G caused by the trapezoidal motions~the motion profiles
are discussed below!, a decrease~increase! of the original
QB period is easily recognizable in curved8 ~curvec! of Fig.
4. The original QB period is observed for the time depe
dencesa, b anda8,b8 where the piezoelectric drive is foun
to be almost at rest. The much shorter QB period in
left-hand picture allows us to use shorter time intervals in
fitting procedure and thus a larger number of sampling po
on the trapezoidal motion profile can be reached.

All QBA time dependences of Fig. 4 show a diminishin
contrast of the QB patterns at late times. The main reaso
the nonideal constant-velocity motion of the doub
loudspeaker drive where a slight jitter of the velocityv0
causes no harm at early times but a fading QB contrast at
times. A second reason for the fading contrast is that
motion of the piezoelectric drive is not fully pistonlike ove
the cross section of the SR beam.

The results of the QBA are summarized in Fig. 5~a!. The
top curve shows the form of the applied trapezoidal volta
signal which ideally would result in a stepwise velocity pr
file. The bottom curve of Fig. 5~a! exhibits the velocity pro-
file actually achieved. The vertical error bars, which ha
02380
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e

e

about the same size as the circles of the data points, repre
the accuracy of the Doppler velocities as derived from
MOTIF fitting procedure. The horizontal error bars denote
length of the time interval used in the fits of the QBA tim
dependences to derive the instantaneous velocity for this
ticular time interval.

The experimental data of the velocity profilev(t) are well
represented by four exponential-type segments:

v~ t !5Q~ t2t1!vmaxS 12expH 2
t2t1

t1
J D

2Q~ t2t2!vmaxS 12expH 2
t2t2

t2
J D

2Q~ t2t3!vmaxS 12expH 2
t2t3

t3
J D

1Q~ t2t4!vmaxS 12expH 2
t2t4

t4
J D , ~1!

whereQ(t2t i) is the step function, being equal to zero f
4-6
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FIG. 8. NFSSR of two sepa-
rated SS targets recorded within
large observation window where
the process of decoupling wa
demonstrated for the rising as we
as for the falling edge of the Dop
pler motion profile of Fig. 5~c!.
The indicated values fortd mark
the start of the rising edge. Th
SR pulse occurred a
t50 ns. QB structures are ob
served for both edges of the mo
tion, proving that the coherence o
the radiation fields emitted in the
forward direction is preserved
even when multiple velocity
changes occur. Other details as
Fig. 6.
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t,t i and equal to 1 fort>t i , and t1 is the time where the
motion starts. The time intervals (t22t1)5(t42t3) and
(t32t2) were chosen to have lengths of;100 and;200 ns,
respectively@see Fig. 5~a!#. For the time constants we ob
tained t15t3514 ns andt25t4528 ns, andvmax corre-
sponds to 21G with an applied voltage amplitude of 14 V
The change in phasew(t) between the wave fields emitte
by the targets due to their relative motion caused by
piezoelectric drive is given by

w~ t !5
2p

l0
E

0

t

v~ t8!dt8, ~2!

wherel050.086 nm is the wavelength of the 14.4 keV r
02380
e

diation. w(t) is shown in the middle curve of Fig. 5~a!. The
maximal displacement caused by the trapezoidal motion
14 V is 0.235 nm.

The deviations from the ideal stepwise velocity profile a
clearly seen in the bottom panel of Fig. 5~a!. Such deviations
are expected because of the capacitorlike properties of
piezoelectric drive operated without feedback. They ha
been taken into account in the fitting procedure. In fact,
suming exponential-type segments, the velocity profile w
independently derived by fitting the time dependences of
nuclear forward-scattering intensity directly by applying t
theory for NFSSR~see Secs. III B 1 and III B 2 below!.
Within statistical accuracy, the agreement with Eq.~1! is
very good. For this reason, to derive the velocity profiles
the other two kinds of trapezoidal motion we applied sole
the NFSSR theory and not the QBA, a beam-time consum
but otherwise very fine experimental technique.
4-7
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FIG. 9. Decoupling experi-
ments for various values oftd per-
formed with the velocity profile of
Fig. 5~b!. Applying a voltage sig-
nal of 14 V a maximal Doppler
shift of ;21G was obtained, re-
sulting in QB periods that are cor
respondingly longer than those i
Figs. 6–8. The transition from QB
dips to QB spikes via a region o
reduced QB contrast fortd be-
tween 45 and 65 ns is clearly vis
ible.
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The results for the motion profiles~b! and~c! described in
Sec. II C are also depicted in Fig. 5. For profile~b! @see Fig.
5~b!# with Dt r5Dt f5Dtu'100 ns, the same time constan
t15t3514 ns andt25t4528 ns as well asvmax corre-
sponding to about 21G were obtained as for profile~a!; how-
ever, (t32t2) is now only 100 ns long.

The results for profile~c! @see Fig. 5~c!# are quite differ-
ent: t15t354 ns andt25t459 ns. The maximum and
minimum values of the velocity corresponding to677G
were reached after (t22t1)5(t42t3)'15 ns. The time in-
terval (t32t2) is now ;185 ns long. In addition, it was
assumed that 50 ns after the start of the motion the velo
has reached zero again.

B. Radiative coupling of nuclear oscillators

The central issue of this paper is the investigation of
radiative coupling fieldR. This coupling field was investi-
02380
ty

e

gated for two different cases:~1! the process of decoupling
of the targets, i.e., the Doppler motion of targetA was started
some time interval after the SR pulse;~2! the process of
coupling of the targets, i.e., the Doppler motion of targetA
was already started before the SR pulse and then stop
after some time interval to allow the radiative coupling fie
to develop. For the two cases, targetB was kept at rest. In the
following sections the results and their theoretical desc
tion and interpretation are presented for the two types
experiment just mentioned.

1. Decoupling of the targets

a. Experimental results.Figure 6 shows the time depen
dences of the NFSSR intensity recorded at BW4 of the H
SYLAB for various amplitudes of the voltage signal applie
to the piezoelectric drive and two different decoupling tim
4-8
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RADIATIVE DECOUPLING AND COUPLING OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 023804
td between the SR pulse and the onset of decoupling du
the start of the piezodrive motion. In these experiments m
tion profile ~c! @see Fig. 5~c!# was used, which allows shor
rise times and large Doppler energy shifts in the range
tween 0 and 77G ~see Secs. II C and III A!. The left and right
panels of Fig. 6 exhibit results fortd'25 and 95 ns, respec
tively. In each case the SR pulse occurs att50 ns. Because
of parasitic bunches and due to dead-time effects in
counter and in the gating electronics only data points fot
>30 ns were taken into account in the data evaluation.
bottom panels show the results with the piezoelectric dr
switched off~0 V! all the time. Here a dynamical beat~DB!
pattern with a DB minimum att'100 ns is observed, which
originates from the combined target (A1B) of a total thick-
ness of 2.4mm.

With td'25 ns~Fig. 6, left! and increasing Doppler shif
~voltage!, at first ~1.75 V! the NFSSR intensity decrease
more rapidly aftert5td as compared to the unperturbed~0
V! time dependence. At 3.5 V a slow quantum beat develo
The period of the QB decreases with increasing Dopp
shift. At 10.6 and 14 V two periods of the QB can be reco
nized. Thus at high amplitudes the onset of decoupling

FIG. 10. Envelopes of various radiation fields according to E
~3! for the two-target system with both targets kept station
@w(t)50#. A andB denote the responses of the targetsA andB,
respectively, if each target were present alone.R represents the
radiative coupling term, i.e., the influence of the radiation fie
emitted by the upstream targetA on the oscillators of the down
stream targetB. B1R is the full response of the targetB. The
envelope of the radiation field recorded behind both targets toge
is given byA1B1R. Each target is 1.2mm thick corresponding to
a Mössbauer thickness ofT'9.3. For both targets natural linewidt
was assumed.
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td'25 ns can be noticed as a rapiddrop of the NFSSR in-
tensity toward the first QB minimum. We call this feature
QB dip.

With td'95 ns~Fig. 6, right!, the motion of targetA starts
just slightly before the DB minimum~at t'100 ns! of the
unperturbed time dependence. Up tot5td all time depen-
dences are the same and show the expected decrease
intensity toward the DB minimum. After decoupling, Q
patterns develop. Below;7 V only one QB maximum can
be noticed, whereas at 10.6 and 14 V two maxima are
served. In contrast to the situation withtd'25 ns, the onset
of decoupling attd'95 ns is found to cause a rapidrise of
the NFSSR intensity toward the first QB maximum, a featu
that we name theQB spike.

The transition from QB dip to QB spike patterns is dem
onstrated in Fig. 7 where time dependences are depicted
maximal signal amplitude~14 V! andtd varying between 15
and 115 ns. At low values fortd pronounced QB dips are
seen. Fortd between 25 and 35 ns the contrast of the QB d
is markedly reduced. Fortd between 75 and 115 ns QB
spikes with good contrast develop.

All these features were confirmed in an experiment at
ESRF storage ring where the large intensity of the SR be
allowed an observation window of 350 ns in the sing
bunch mode. Again velocity profile~c! was used. Relevan
time dependences are shown in Fig. 8. The two bott
curves show QB dips. Fortd'60 ns the QB contrast is low
est. For large values oftd , QB spikes appear with a maxima
contrast fortd'100 ns. The contrast of the QB spikes attd
'140 ns is again reduced but the QB is still visible. The lo
observation window made it possible to record also the on
of decoupling with the falling edge of the Doppler motio
profile which occurs 200 ns after the begin of the rising ed
When the falling edge starts att'230 ns~bottom curve! QB
dips are observed with low contrast. If the falling edge b
gins later thant'270 ns, QB spikes with pronounced co
trast develop. Between the regions of the rising and the f
ing edges of the trapezoidal motion there is a time interva
;130 ns where the Doppler velocity is rather small@see Fig.
5~c!#. During this time interval radiative coupling betwee
the targets may be restored and DB patterns may dev
~see, e.g., the three lowest patterns in Fig. 8 with DB mini
between 140 and 150 ns!. Because of the preceding pertu
bation of the nuclear exciton, the DB minima are strong
shifted to later times compared to the case with the per
bation occurring very late~see top curve of Fig. 8!. This
restoration of coupling and its important role at later times
the NFSSR evolution will be discussed in Sec. III B 2 belo

Decoupling experiments were also performed with t
two other velocity profiles, which are characterized by co
siderably longer times for the rising and falling edges of t
trapezoidal motion and by velocity profiles@see Figs. 5~a!
and 5~b!# that resemble a stepwise change more closely.
an example, Fig. 9 shows the relevant time dependence
corded at ESRF~Grenoble! with velocity profile ~b!. At
U514 V, a maximal Doppler shift of;21G was obtained,
resulting in QB periods that are correspondingly longer th
those in Figs. 6–8. In Fig. 9 the main features are well d

.
y

er
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FIG. 11. Theoretical analysis according to E
~3! of the measured NFSSR intensity fortd

'25 ns shown in Fig. 7. The bottom curve d
picts the velocity profile~compare Fig. 5!. A
andB denote the real parts of the wave-field am
plitudes of the individual targets, if each targ
were present alone. The high-frequency oscil
tions with an arbitrarily chosen period of;4 ns
symbolically represent the frequency of th
Mössbauer radiation. This frequency changes
A when the upstream targetA is moved by the
piezoelectric drive~Doppler shift! leading to the
QBs in the superposition of both fieldsA1B.
The coupling wave field is given byR, the full
response of the downstream targetB by B1R.
The real part of the total field amplitude reemitte
by the two-target system after the SR excitation
given by A1B1R. Its intensity ~full line! is
compared to the experimentally determine
NFSSR~dots! in the top panel. Vertical lines are
intended to identify phase relations between t
various wave fields. Both targets were assumed
have the same Mo¨ssbauer thicknessT59.3 and
natural linewidth. Further details are given in th
text.
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played, in particular the transition from QB dips to Q
spikes, including a range of reduced QB contrast fortd be-
tween 45 and 65 ns, as well as the QB spikes for timet
between;220 and;350 ns during the falling edge of th
trapezoidal motion. Between rising and falling edges th
exists a time interval of;50 ns @see Fig. 5~b!# where the
Doppler velocity is rather small and radiative coupling m
be restored~see Sec. III B 2 below!.

The observation of QB patterns clearly demonstrates
the radiation fields emitted from both targets are still coh
ent when one target is Doppler shifted by the piezoelec
drive. The time dependences in Figs. 8 and 9 show QB st
tures during both the rising and falling edges of the trapez
dal motion. Thus the coherence of the radiation fields emi
in the forward direction and hence a phase memory
nuclear excitations in the separated targets are prese
even in situations where multiple velocity changes occur

b. Theoretical description and interpretation.The experi-
mental results presented above can be understood within
SSR theory on the basis of the equations describing the
diation fields emitted in the forward direction by both targe
The wave field present behind both targetsA and B, the
intensity of which is recorded in the detector, is given
@3,5,28#
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E~ t !A1B}H d~ t !2~1/2t0!eivt2~qB/2t0!t

3FTAs~TAt/t0!eiw~ t !2@~qA2qB!/2t0#t

1TBs~TBt/t0!2~1/2t0!TATB

3E
0

t

dt8eiw~ t8!2@~qA2qB!/2t0#t8

3s„TB~ t2t8!/t0…s~TAt8/t0!G J , ~3!

wherev is the resonance frequency of the stationary tar
B, TA,B are the effective thicknesses of the targetsA,B, re-
spectively, andt0 is the lifetime of the nuclear level~for
57Fe, t0'141 ns!. Inhomogeneous broadening of Lorentzia
type of the Mössbauer transitions can be taken into acco
by qA andqB @3#. In our samples this broadening is neglig
bly small. Therefore we putqA5qB51; also TA5TB5T.
Further,

s~Tt/t0!5J1~ATt/t0!/ATt/t0, ~4!
4-10
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FIG. 12. Theoretical analysis of the NFSS
intensity for td'93 ns shown in Fig. 7. The
meaning of the symbols is the same as in Fig. 1
Note that the QB patterns att'100 ns ofA1B
and A1B1R are in opposite phase, which i
caused by theR wave field. For further details
see the text.
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with J1(x) being the Bessel function of the first kind and fir
order. The phase factorseiw(t) are determined by Eq.~2! and
account for the phase change between the radiation field
the targetsA andB due to the motion of targetA.

Equation ~3! describes four different optical path
@3,5,28,32#.

~a! SR is transmitted without interaction at all. This r
diation is described by the delta functiond(t).

~b! Nuclear scattering of the SR pulse occurs in targeA
only, represented by the first term in the square brack
This term is calledA.

~c! Nuclear scattering of the SR pulse occurs in targeB
only, represented by the second term in the square brac
This term is calledB.

~d! Nuclear scattering of the SR pulse occurs in targeA
and thereafter in targetB. This multiple-scattering process
described by the integral term in the square brackets, ca
R. Radiation having first excited the nuclei and dwelled
targetA up to time t8 excites the nuclei in the downstrea
targetB at time t8. They are deexcited at timet. This term
describes the radiative coupling, i.e., the influence of
radiation field of the upstream target on the oscillators of
downstream target. Since the integration is performed o
the whole time interval 0 –t and because the effect of radi
tive coupling is delayed, this term contains the full history
02380
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ts.
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excitation of the nuclei in targetB by the radiation emitted
from targetA. ThereforeR turns out to be important also a
late times when the targets are radiatively decoupled du
the relative motion. It is interesting to note that this term h
the opposite sign with respect to the first two, i.e., the wa
associated with it is in antiphase to the two other waves. T
phase shift ofp arises from the additional resonance scatt
ing in targetB: resonance scattering by a single nucleus gi
p/2, and anotherp/2 is due to the coherent summation of th
wavelets scattered by nuclei lying in the plane wave front
the radiation~Fresnel construction!.

Figure 10 shows the envelopes of the various contri
tions of Eq. ~3! for our targets with the same thickness
;1.2 mm (T'9.3), and forw(t)50, i.e., in the absence o
relative motion of the targets. The emitted radiation field
an individual target~bottom curve in Fig. 10! has its first
DB-minimum ~zero crossing ofA and B! at ;200 ns,
whereas for both targets combined~resulting in a total thick-
ness of;2.4 mm! the first DB minimum occurs at;100 ns
~top curve of Fig. 10!. The radiative-coupling termR @33#
starts with a finite slope att50 ns @3–5#, reaches its larges
~negative! amplitude at;70 ns, and crosses the zero line
;250 ns to positive values. The latter are due to twofo
scattering of the radiation emitted by targetA in the down-
stream targetB. The total radiation reemitted by targetB is
4-11
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FIG. 13. NFSSR of two sepa
rated targets in coupling experi
ments where the velocity profile
of Fig. 5~a! with a signal ampli-
tude of 14 V was used. The time
tc given for each curve indicate
the end of the rising edge@time
t2 , see Fig. 5~a!# where the Dop-
pler velocity starts to be rapidly
reduced.
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represented by the sumB1R @5#. It is clearly seen thatR is
an important part of the fieldB1R emitted from the targe
B. Its contribution, e.g., shifts the first zero crossing ofB
1R to ;50 ns and strongly increases the slope of the ini
decay rate as compared to that ofB alone.

The differences between the amplitudes of the radia
fields of the upstream and downstream targets become
ticeable when a Doppler shift is applied and, as a con
quence, quantum-beat patterns arise. If the Doppler motio
switched on within the time interval betweent50 and 50 ns
after the SR pulse, the amplitudesA and B1R have the
same sign. Therefore, their interference starts constructi
and, due to the increasing phase shift, is followed by dest
tive interference resulting in QBdips ~see, e.g., the two bot
tom curves in Figs. 7 and 8!. If the Doppler motion is
switched on att'50 ns the amplitudeB1R is close to zero
and the contrast of the QB is strongly reduced~see e.g., Figs
7 and 8, third curves from the bottom!. Betweent'50 and
200 ns the amplitudeA is still positive whereasB1R is
negative. Therefore in this time interval the interferen
starts destructively and is followed by a QB maximum
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sulting in QBspikes~see, e.g., Fig. 7, the curves fort575 to
93 ns, and Fig. 8, the curves fort580 to 120 ns!. At t
'100 ns both amplitudes have about the same absolute m
nitude, leading to maximal contrast of the QB pattern. At
'140 ns the magnitude ofA is already considerably smalle
than that ofB1R, and the QB contrast is again rather lo
~see Fig. 8, top curve!.

Figure 10 being valid for two targets kept stationary d
picts the basic features that characterize only the onse
decoupling att5td . However, to interpret the entire tim
dependences during the time interval where the Doppler
tion is activated and also for times thereafter the theoret
description using Eq.~3! with the phase factorseiw(t) is re-
quired. While before the motion started these phase fac
were equal to unity, they now play a decisive role, since th
affect both the wave field reemitted by targetA and the cou-
pling term. As examples, this is demonstrated for two ca
wheretd525 and 93 ns.

For td525 ns, the various terms of Eq.~3! are depicted in
Fig. 11, which analyzes the corresponding time depende
shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 11, the description in terms of wa
4-12
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FIG. 14. Theoretical analysis of the NFSS
intensity for tc522 ns shown at the top and i
Fig. 13. The total amplitudeA1B1R is essen-
tially determined by theA1B field except for
very late times where theR field is the bigger
contribution. Further details as in Fig. 11.
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packets is applied where both wave amplitude and phase
important. For the electric wave fields always the real par
displayed in the figure. The shape of the wave packet re
senting the total fieldA1B1R is obtained as the result of
theoretical analysis according to Eq.~3! for the measured
time dependence of the NFSSR intensity~see top panel in
Fig. 11!. The high-frequency oscillations with a period of;4
ns shown in Fig. 11 symbolically represent the actual f
quency of the Mo¨ssbauer radiation ofv0'1019s21 for 57Fe.
The lowest wave-field curve characterizes the wave fi
emitted by the upstream targetA. Within the time interval
between 25 and 70 ns, the frequency ofA is modulated
according to the velocity profile of the piezoelectric dri
shown at the bottom of Fig. 11. The frequency ofB remains
unaffected. The interference of these two wave fields,A
1B, displays the amplitude modulation due to the differe
frequencies of the wavesA andB. The relative maximum of
A1B at t'65 ns shows thatA and B are nearly in phase
again at the end of the motion of targetA.

Up to t'td525 ns there is no Doppler motion, both ta
gets are fully coupled, and theR field is built up. During the
interval where the Doppler motion is on, radiative coupli
between the targets is nearly excluded. Nevertheless, du
the preceding coupling an appreciableR field is emitted by
targetB. However, the field amplitude is now gradually d
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creasing. When the Doppler velocity is again low~at t
'60 ns!, i.e., comparable to the linewidth in the SS, bo
targets are again coupled and theR field reaches anothe
~although broad! maximum aroundt'125 ns. Up tot'td ,
R is exactly in antiphase toB. Thereafter, due to the phas

factor eiw(t8) in Eq. ~3!, the phase relation betweenB andR
is slightly different fromp. As a consequence, the field am
plitude B1R does not reach zero, in contrast to the case
full coupling.

The total field amplitudeA1B1R can be discussed in
terms of two different superpositions:A1(B1R) or
(A1B)1R. These two presentations allow us to get a mo
complete insight into the interference of the constitue
fields. The first presentation, for example, was used in F
10 to explain the onset of QB dips and QB spikes. The s
ond description can reveal different aspects of the QB mo
lation in A1B1R. For instance, the two QB minima a
;35 and 45 ns occur nearly at the same time as those oA
1B, although with slightly reduced contrast. This similari
is present because up tot'100 ns theR amplitude is con-
siderably smaller than theA1B term. Fort'125 ns, how-
ever, both fields have comparable amplitudes and being
posite in phase they yield another minimum ofA1B1R,
whereas there is no minimum inA1B. For t.125 ns, theR
4-13
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FIG. 15. Theoretical analysis of the NFSS
intensity for tc538 ns shown at the top and i
Fig. 13. At this value oftc , theA1B field nearly
vanishes fort>75 ns and theR field remains the
dominant contribution to the NFSSR intensit
Further details as in Fig. 11.
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amplitude gives the dominant contribution and is respons
for the late increase ofA1B1R. All these features ofA
1B1R are observed in the measured time evolution of
intensity as demonstrated by the data points in the top p
of Fig. 11. In particular, the minimum and the late increase
A1B1R can also be clearly recognized in the bottom cu
of Fig. 8, which shows the intensity evolution measured
the ESRF for a similar switching time as for Fig. 11, but w
higher count rate.

We have performed a similar analysis fortd593 ns, i.e.,
when the motion of the piezoelectric drive starts close to
time where the first DB minimum is observed~see the bot-
tom curve of Fig. 6!. This case corresponds to the expe
mental data fortd593 ns in Fig. 7. Qualitatively, our analy
sis also applies to the experimental data obtained withtd
580 and 100 ns for a larger observation window at
ESRF~see Fig. 8, third and fourth curves from the top!. The
results of our analysis are shown in Fig. 12. Because
radiative coupling between the targets lasts for a long t
~right from the beginning att50! the R field can fully de-
velop. At the start of the Doppler motion the fieldsA and
B1R have about the same amplitudes but opposite pha
Therefore, as discussed in the context of Fig. 10, their in
ference inA1B1R starts destructively with high contras
and is characterized by a QB spike when the fields com
the same phase.
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We again make an analysis of the QB pattern in the to
field in terms of the alternative superposition (A1B)1R. In
contrast to the previous case~td525 ns, compare Fig. 11!,
now the decoupling occurs at a rather late time. Theref
the termR is important in the whole observation windo
displayed in Fig. 12. Essentially for all timesR interferes
destructively withA1B. For the present case of decouplin
close to a DB minimum,R has about the same absolu
amplitude asA1B, as seen from Fig. 12~compare also Fig.
10 for t5100 ns!. Hence, whenA1B displays a maximum
at t'110 ns, A1B1R has about vanishing amplitude
while at neighboring times whenA1B has nodes of zero
amplitude,A1B1R reflects the relatively large amplitud
of the termR alone. As a consequence, aroundt5100 ns the
interference pattern of the total fieldA1B1R is almost
opposite in phase to that ofA1B. Moreover, one can say
that the maxima of the QB pattern of the measured inten
evolution reveal the contribution of the fieldR alone. Close
to the end of the Doppler motion~at t'140 ns! theR term is
comparable to theA1B contribution, yielding a weak DB
minimum at t'140 ns, and thereafter it dominates theA
1B contribution, leading to a slight rise of theA1B1R
amplitude. Thus, contrary to the situation fortd525 ns, in
the present case where decoupling occurs at a time close
DB minimum, the observed modulation pattern~see top
4-14
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RADIATIVE DECOUPLING AND COUPLING OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 023804
curve of Fig. 12! is not mainly determined byA1B but by
an intricate interference of theA, B, andR wave fields.

2. Coupling of the targets

In Sec. III B 1 we considered experiments where the
pulse occurred at a time when both targets where at r
Some time interval later the upstream targetA was Doppler
shifted relative to the downstream targetB and the process o
decoupling was investigated. We now turn to experime
where the excitation by the SR pulse takes place at a t
when targetA is being Doppler shifted relative to targetB
and some time interval later the motion of the targetA is
abruptly stopped. In this way we studied the onset and
ther development of radiative coupling between the targe

a. Experimental results. In analogy to the decoupling ex
periments we first used the velocity profile~c! allowing a
maximal Doppler shift of;77G for such coupling experi-
ments. However, we found it difficult to stop the motion
the targetA abruptly from high Doppler velocities@see, e.g.,
Fig. 5~c!#. Therefore another set of time dependences of
NFSSR intensity was recorded using the more ‘‘gentle’’ v
locity profile ~a! of Fig. 5~a! ~see Secs. II C and III A!. Figure
13 exhibits the results. In all cases shown the motion of
targetA already begins before the SR pulse arrives att50.
Thus the resulting QB always starts with a maximum at
50. The timestc given in Fig. 13 indicate the end of th
rising edge at timet2 of the trapezoidal displacement@see
Fig. 5~a!# where the Doppler velocity starts to be rapid
reduced. With decreasingtc , the shapes of the NFSSR pa
terns change strongly. Fortc between 68 and 45 ns two Q
minima are observed. Attc538 ns the second minimum i
shifted to later times by about 10 ns, and for still low
values oftc the NFSSR intensity drops more gradually a
this minimum can no longer be discerned. According to F
5~a! the actual onset of radiative coupling occurs about 25
after tc . Two characteristic cases of Fig. 13 will be analyz
in the following section.

b. Theoretical description and interpretation. Similar to
the procedure described in Sec. III B 1 for the case of dec
pling, the data were again analyzed according to the f
different optical paths@see Eq.~3!# contributing to the total
wave field behind the targets, which gives rise to the NFS
intensity recorded in the detector.

We discuss two cases of Fig. 13 in more detail. Fo
proper analysis of the data, we had to assume that the pi
electric motion exhibited a spread in maximum velocity
;10%. Figure 14 shows the analysis for the NFSSR pat
obtained attc522 ns~see Fig. 13 and top panel of Fig. 14!.
As before, the constituents of the total wave packet acco
ing to Eq.~3! are displayed in the lower panels. Due to t
Doppler motion of the targetA, theA1B field exhibits a QB
pattern with the first minimum att'20 ns and the following
maximum att'40 ns. Thereafter, theA andB fields inter-
fere constructively and theA1B field diminishes rather
slowly. TheR amplitude is small in the whole observatio
window and in antiphase to theA1B field for t>50 ns.
Thus the total amplitudeA1B1R is essentially determined
by A1B except for late times where destructive interferen
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betweenA1B andR leads to a minimum ofA1B1R at
t'150 ns. ThereafterR remains the biggest contribution
Figure 15 shows the analysis for the NFSSR pattern obta
at tc538 ns~Fig. 13, fourth curve from the bottom, top pan
in Fig. 15!. With tc538 ns, the decreasing Doppler motio
causes theA1B field to nearly vanish fort>75 ns. The
amplitudeR is rather small during the whole observatio
window, because at early times the energy of targetA is
Doppler shifted and at later times (t>75 ns), where the Dop-
pler motion is rather slow, theA field already exhibits rela-
tively small amplitude. That is why the QB inA1B is
closely reproduced in the total fieldA1B1R. However,
since theA1B field is nearly nil, theR field is the dominant
contribution fort>75 ns. TheR field being in antiphase to
theA1B field aroundt575 ns and coming into phase abo
25 ns later causes the total scattering amplitudeA1B1R to
exhibit a minimum att'75 ns and a broad maximum att
'100 ns. This is one of the surprising cases where ma
the R field determines the pattern of the NFSSR intens
after the motion of targetA has come close to a stop. It wa
achieved by stopping the motion at a time when theA andB
fields nearly cancel.

It is rather difficult to stop the motion of a mechanic
system on a nanosecond scale without using feedback
can be seen in Fig. 15, the velocity profile has a rather lo
tail after t5tc538 ns, although in this experiment the profi
of type ~a! with a relatively lowvmax'21G was used@see
Fig. 5~a! and Secs. II C and III A#. It is interesting to theo-
retically simulate an experiment where this velocity tail
assumed to be much shorter, i.e., where the profile co
close to an ideal step function. The results of the simulati
are shown in Fig. 16. The motion stops where theA andB
fields are in antiphase~at t'50 ns!. For t<50 ns, the QB is
clearly seen in the interference patternA1B; thereafter the
A and B fields interfere destructively and theA1B wave
field is zero for all times. TheR field is small fort<50 ns,
because targetA is Doppler shifted. After the motion stops
R—as expected—increases to a maximum att'100 ns and
thereafter it decreases again. Since theA1B field is zero, the
total field A1B1R is solely determined by theR field for
t.50 ns. Thus, if an experiment were performed with suc
velocity profile, the NFSSR intensity recorded fort.50 ns
would allow one to determine theR term alone. Unfortu-
nately, our piezoelectric drive was not able to stop
abruptly. Figure 13 (tc538 ns) and Fig. 15 depict the resul
that came closest to the aim of studying the onset and
further development of theR field itself.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the radiative coupling between t
spatially separated ensembles of nuclear oscillators~two SS
foils! mounted one behind the other in a SR beam by mov
the upstream target in a trapezoidal-type displacement pr
on a nanosecond time scale. The motion was accomplis
by a piezoelectric PVDF foil subject to trapezoidal volta
changes synchronized with the SR pulse. The motion of
SS foil was calibrated using the method of quantum-b
analysis and was independently derived by a fitting pro
4-15
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FIG. 16. Theoretical simulation of an exper
ment where a more advanced piezoelectric dr
would allow one to stop the motion of the up
stream target more abruptly. If the motion
stopped at a time (t'50 ns) where theA andB
fields are in antiphase, only theR field remains
for all times thereafter. In such an experiment t
behavior of theR field alone could be investi-
gated.
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dure based on NFS theory. Two different types of experim
were performed.~1! Decoupling experiments: to investiga
the decoupling process, the two SS foils were kept at
when the SR pulse occurred. Some time interval later
upstream target was Doppler shifted by the PVDF drive re
tive to the downstream target.~2! Coupling experiments: the
SR pulse arrived at a time when the upstream foil was
ready in motion. Some time interval later the motion of t
target was stopped. In this way the onset of coupling and
evolution were studied.

After decoupling, a pronounced QB is observed,
period of which is determined by the Doppler shift d
to the motion between the targets. A remarkable feature is
transition in the appearance of the QB when the switch
time was changed. When the motion was switched on e
after the SR pulse, QB dips developed. With increas
switching times the QB contrast passed through a minim
and QB spikes were observed when switching at late tim
occurred. Our theoretical analysis on the basis of NFS the
shows that this behavior is caused by radiative coup
between the two foils, which is still weak at early switchin
times but plays a decisive role when the motion is switch
on at late times. It was shown that the maxima in t
observed spikes of NFS at late times are mainly due to thR
field.
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The onset of radiative coupling can be investigated bes
the motion of the upstream target is abruptly stopped a
moment when the QB pattern is close to a minimum. Th
the NFSSR intensity observed thereafter is determined
radiative coupling. Although it was not possible to bring o
piezoelectric drive to a sudden stop, we were able to sh
the dominant importance of the radiative coupling field fo
large time interval.

In all experiments performed in this investigation, the s
quence of the targets does not matter since both targets
chosen to be identical. However, if, for example, the thic
ness of the targets or the resonance width of the oscillator
each foil were different@5#, the radiation field observed be
hind both targets could very well depend on the target
quence. Theoretical simulations show that in these cases
radiative coupling is a prominent feature. This question w
be addressed in future investigations.
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